




MOTTO
A step further in learning 

a step closer to 

success.

VISION
To develop 

each child as an 

individual with 

enriching values 

based on the 

philosophy of the

Bhagavad Gita.
MISSION

To enable our children 
to become self reliant 
and well equipped for 
the next step in their

education.
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A step further in learning, a step closer to success. This is our motto and we 
wish to welcome you and your child on this wonderful journey of learning and 
education. At New Horizon Vidya

Mandir, your child will learn and grow in an environment that is value based. 
We hope that you and your child will cherish your time at New Horizon Vidya 
Mandir.Your child is at a budding stage in his/her growth and development. 
Research shows that a child will grasp and imbibe more knowledge and skills 
in the first seven years than at any other time in life. It is therefore, important 
that our children are given every opportunity to fulfill their potential to the 
fullest in these formative years of their lives.

As a parent, you play a vital role in this phase of your child’s life. We at New  

Horizon Vidya Mandir hope to play our part by offering your child a variety of 
experiences and activities designed to enhance their individual potential through 
holistic development. We hope that your child discovers that learning can be an
 enjoyable and enriching process.

HARI OM



PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
Being the Principal of New Horizon Vidya Mandir is indeed a privilege and it is a pleasure 
working with the staff, parents and students of our school. The early years between three 
and seven are considered as the foundation years to mould and direct a child’s personality. 
New Horizon Vidya Mandir provides a secure, stimulating and supportive environment for 
children, where learning takes place and creative expression is encouraged.

Our aim is to strengthen self confidence, to develop a happy and positive learning attitude, 
to form good habits of health and safety and to inspire creativity and individuality by 
learning through play. We develop a natural curiosity in students by exploring and 
discovering through structured play and provide them with a strong foundation of essential 
knowledge, skills and intellectual capabilities to make them ready to face the future.

We also aim to explore their hidden potential through various learning activities. Students 
are also exposed to concepts and stories from the Bhagavad Gita in a fun and exciting 
manner, thus gaining a foundation in traditional values. The vision of the school is to 

acertain that children, in their formative years, are in an environment that 
enhances their physical growth, fine motor skills, comprehension and 
communication skills.

This will be done by providing them adequate experiences with objects, 
interactions and involvement in activities which appeal to their basic playful 
nature. I am sure that your child will make the best of the education given at our 
school to be an independent, successful and adynamic person.

Mrs. Usha Vasudevan
PRINCIPAL



EDUCATION
HAS EVOLVED

INSPIRE, TO CHANGE THE WORLD
At New Horizon Vidya Mandir, we believe education has the powerto inspire, giving 

your child the opportunity to excel and the ability to dream big

EXCEL, TO LEAVE A MARK
In the fast-paced and constantly evolving world of 

today, a newwave of thinkers, doers & achievers hold 
the promise of a bettertomorrow. This is the very reason 
our learning systems are unique,creating opportunities to 

unlock the  potential of excellence in every individual and in 
every possible way.

DREAM BIG. THINK BIG. DO BIG.
Since inception, our motto “In pursuit of excellence” 

has propelledus to explore new paradigms of learning and 
hence, we haveamalgamated the greatest virtues of tradi-

tional learning with oureducation system.



• Each child is an individual. Children are strong and capable. All children have potential, curiosity and interest in expanding their learning.
• Children, teachers and parents are considered as an integral part of the education process. There is an intellectual development through a systematic focus on   
   symbolic representation including words, movement, drawing, painting, play, collage, dramatics and music.
• Children make their thinking visible through many different emotions and activities which help them to discover and communicate what they know, understand, feel    
  and imagine.
• All domains of development and learning that are physical, social, emotional and cognitive are related. Development proceeds towards greater complexity and     
  self-suffi ciency.
• Children thrive having a secure consistent relationship with a responsive environment and well equipped educators. Play helps develop discipline, language, cognition  
   and social competence. To encourage children to explore the different facets of education.
• To inculcate a positive attitude towards self and peers. To enhance the emotional, personal, social, physical, creative and intellectual development of each child   
   through play.
• To create opportunities which stimulate the interest and imagination of the child. To provide a safe environment in which children feel happy and secure.
• To support the children’s abilities to express themselves in a variety of creative ways.

LEARNING TO BECOME WORLD CITIZENS
OUR CORE BELIEF



One of the key success factors in this world of constant and rapid change is creativity. New Horizon Vidya Mandir feels it is very important to provide the child with 
a rich and stimulating learning environment that encourages imagination and challenges the child to think in different ways. The curriculum involves learning through 
observation, experimentation and fi rst hand experience thus, developing the creative and intellectual faculty of the child.

Language skills are developed with the help of activities like storytelling, conversation, informal talks, dramatics, puppet-play, auditory and visual games. Subjects like 
E.V.S. (Environmental Science) and Mathematics are introduced through innovative and creative methods. Above all, theschool concentrates on building the self 
esteem of the child through unconditional love and positive encouragement.

At the same time a strong set of values that is rooted in our culture such as responsibility, respect, honesty, self control and courage are imbibed. Since constant 
guidance, personal attention, care and concern are needed, New Horizon Vidya Mandir maintains an optimum teacher to child ratio of 1 :20. The school fi rmly believes 
that educational empowerment begins right from day one.

LEARNING TO BECOME WORLD CITIZENS
FEATURES





TEACHING METHODOLOGIES



Children can express themselves through 
the medium of Dance in different styles. It is 
also a means by which children learn to move 
in a disciplined and rhythmic manner.

Our Rangbhoomi is a beautifully designed 
open air theater where our tiny tots can 
display their hidden talents in a variety of 
shows

Music has a soothing effect on one’s mind 
and it also helps in the development of 
language, rhythm and auditory memory. 
M u s i c  i s  a n  e x c e l l e n t  e x e r c i s e  f o r    
distinguishing between sounds & tones. We 
at New Horizon Vidya Mandir make music a 
part of life for our children from a very early 
age.

DANCE ROOM

MUSIC ROOM AMPHI-THEATER

A spacious CCA room that is aptly designed 
based on our Indian culture, inspiring 
our little performers to compete in various 
co-curricular activities.

CCA ROOM

An AV room with the ambience of an enchanted 
world.

AV ROOM
Large, spacious and well lit classrooms with 
colorful play areas attached. Also provides proper 
ventilation and natural light.

CLASS ROOM



The numerous play and activity areas in the campus are spacious and child centric. 
While the children partake of theses spaces, focus is placed on their physical 
development as well as their inter personal skill development. All the play areas are
designed with rubberised flooring or astro-turf to ensure the safety of our children while 
they play.

PLAY AREAS



THE AQUATIC WONDERLAND
Outdoor Aqua Ponds is a beautiful and enchanting 
space, housing a variety of exotic and fascinating 
fish, snails and turtles. The ponds also feature  
numerous novel water spouts that will surely  
captivate the children. Children can enjoy this  
aquatic wonderland while they are in the campus 
while simultaneously learning about the marine life.



The swimming pool is one of the most alluring 
aspects of our campus infrastructure.The pool is 
designed around the theme of marine animation. 
Children can make use of the pool as an after 
school activity to let loose and also enhance their 
physical strength.

SPLASHES OF FUN AND FROLIC



We celebrate different festivals in the school to show and teach our young ones 
about the signifi cance of these festivals.These celebrations are augmented with 
song, dance and dramas put together for our children.

Nothing compares to real life experiences especially whenlearning comes 
cloaked on a day out to the museum or a field trip to the local fire station. 
Frequent fi eld trips add to the child’s world of knowledge.

CELEBRATION FIELD TRIP

CREATIVE LEARNING

We celebrate different festivals in the school to show and teach our young ones 
about the signifi cance of these festivals.These celebrations are augmented with 
song, dance and dramas put together for our children.

Nothing compares to real life experiences especially whenlearning comes 
cloaked on a day out to the museum or a field trip to the local fire station. 
Frequent fi eld trips add to the child’s world of knowledge.

CELEBRATION FIELD TRIP

CREATIVE LEARNING



Positive thoughts are imbibed into the psyche of the child 
through the chanting of Om and recitation of Shlokas at 
the start of the day. The right attitude is enhanced and 
nurtured with stories from the Bhagavad Gita and 
educative bhajans.

OUR WORLD IS DIFFERENT
Positive thoughts are imbibed into the psyche of the child 
through the chanting of Om and recitation of Shlokas at 
the start of the day. The right attitude is enhanced and 
nurtured with stories from the Bhagavad Gita and 
educative bhajans.

OUR WORLD IS DIFFERENT



Using visual aids ranging from 2 Dimension to 3 Dimension images in order 
to facilitate the power of retention. This also allows the children to explore 
their imagination while learning hrough a lot of experimentation, role play and 
conversation. Academics are augmented with learning of life skills that is crucial in 
the development of young minds. Real life enactments, music, dance and drama are 
various avenues that are also used to educate children.

CONCEPTS ARE TAUGHT AND REINFORCED USING
INNOVATIVE TEACHING METHODS AND TECHNIQUES.



Our annual sports day is the perfect platform for our young athletes to exhibit their excellent sportsmanship on the field. Colorful displays and 
action packed races are the order of day.

SPORTS AND GAMES

BEYOND ACADEMICS



One of the much awaited events of our academic year is our Annual Day. The children put on 
a dazzling show filled with music and dance for their loved ones. It is one of the memorable 
events of the year that everyone looks forward to. The highlight of this event is that each and 
every child gets to participate in the program. Ramayan, Balkatha, Carnivals of the World, 
Nrityaloka, Balkrishna are but a few themes that we have  successfully presented in the past.

As a way of involving families in our celebrations, we host our parent child event called 
Bandhan, we also celebrate Grandparents day which is an event dedicated only for the 
granpdarents of our children to show our appreciation for everything that they mean to us.

ANNUAL DAY

BANDHAN & GRANDPARENTS DAY



The Montessori method emphasizes on giving freedom to the child in its 
learning process. Here, the early years of childhood development are devoid 
of strenuous intellectual activity and spontaneous enthusiasm with excitement 
on acquiring knowledge is encouraged. As the stress is on exploring and 
experimenting, the child’s mind is trained to adopt self corrective measures. 
This in turn, leads to the development of mental discipline. 

A fruitful fusion of discipline and freedom finally leads to spontaneous   
constructive activity, thus empowering the child & aiding in the development 
of a high IQ. New Horizon Vidya Mandir follows an activity based curriculum to 
based and activity based learning exercises conducted both inside and outside 
the classroom. An environment that encourages the child to develop unique 
abilities. A balanced combination of the Play Way method and the Montessori 
method followed at the pre primary level provides a carefully planned learning 
environment that encourages the child to develop unique abilities.

CURRICULUM TAUGHT
English |  Maths  |  E.V.S (Environmental Science) | Hindi/Kannada (UKG) | Music |  
Art/Craft  | GK |  PE | Dance/Drama  |  Value Education

OUR ACADEMIC PROGRAM

INFUSION OF WORLD RENOWNED MONTESSORI METHOD

Non-teaching 
Staff 59 

Teaching 
Staff 60

Teacher 
Student ratio

 1:20



In all the classes, there is a continuous and comprehensive evaluation that is done throughout the year. The progress of the 
children is communicated to the parents at regular intervals.

As parents, you need to be aware and involved in your child’s growth and develop ment. To facilitate this and to improve 
co-ordination between parents & teachers, we at New Horizon Vidya Mandir follow a practice of meeting and interacting 
with the parents on a regular basis to discuss the child’s progress. In addition to this, we hold formal parent meetings, where 
the teachers meet the parents with their children.

The faculty consists of well qualified, trained and experienced teachers, who have the right 
attitude and value system. They also make learning a happy and memorable experience. 
Faculty development programs are conducted regularly to ensure that our teachers are up 
to date with the latest standards of education which equips them with the necessary tools to cater 
to our childrens’ needs.

EVALUATION

INTERACTION WITH PARENTS

FACULTY



In case of medical emergencies.we also have 
an ambulance at hand if required.

A fleet of well equipped and comfortable 
airconditioned buses that provide transport for 
the children with seatbelts, GPRS tracking and 
CCTV cameras.

With the day care facility, we offer expertly 
designed activities for children that meet their 
emotional, physical and intellectual needs. The 
c h i l d r e n  a r e  s u p e r v i s e d  b y  e x p e r t 
professionals who cater to all the needs of 
the child while they are at the daycare centre. 
At our daycare facility, caring for your child 
comes first and hence, paramount importance 
is given to safety, security and the health of 
the children.

Day care facility is available from Monday to 
Friday only. Day care is closed on all weekends 
and public holidays.
T i m i n g s  -  1 . 1 5 p m  t o  6 . 3 0 p m / 7 . 3 0 p m   
(regular working days) 9.30am to 6.30pm 
(during vacations)

MEDICAL AID ROOM

TRANSPORT

DAY CARE FACILITY

ADDITIONAL FEATURES



PLAY GROUP

PHYSICAL
SOCIAL
EMOTION
CONGNITIVE
LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT

New Horizon Vidya Mandir Playgroup will be flexible to your child’s needs on a day to day basis   as well 
the group dynamics for any particular day. 
New Horizon Vidya Mandir Play Group will cater to children in the age group of 1 year  10 months to 2 years    
9 months. Timings: Monday to Friday between 9.30am to 12.00pm. For further information, contact the school.

ADMISSION PROCESS FOR PLAYGROUP

EACH PLAYGROUP SESSION WILL COVER
FOLLOWING AREAS OF DEVELOPMENT



ADMISSION  PROCESS FOR
NURSERY, LKG & UKG 

ELIGIBILITY 

Nursery: Children who have completed 2 Years and 9 Months of age on the 
1st of June of the joining Year are eligible for Nursery. For all other classes 
the corresponding age is taken into account for admission. 

Documents:

  Latest passport size photograph of the student

  Copy of the birth Certificate 

  Copy of the Aadhar of the child/parent. (To be submitted at the time of  

   registration)

School hours: 
Nursery, LKG and UKG - 8:45 am to 1 :00 pm, Monday to Friday. 

AFTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AT NEW HORIZON VIDYA MANDIR 

The following after school activities are offered at our campus

1.  Dance (free-style)

2.  Abacus

3.  Music    

4.  Swimming 

5.  Karate (only on Saturdays and Sundays)

6.  Skating (only on Saturdays and Sundays)










